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“It’s really been a long time since I saw it, and I’m also thinking, was it a wrong decision to let you go like 

that? If I killed you right then, maybe you won’t have a chance to see me again.” Yu Sheng Said without 

thinking. 

Knowing that the other party is here to seek revenge, her hateful gaze is almost devouring the rest of 

her life, why should she say something nice to her? 

When Li Yun heard Yu Sheng’s words, the cold expression on her face was completely overwhelmed, 

and she was immediately covered in anger. 

“You killed so many people in my Li family, is it because you let me go? Am I still grateful to you?” 

Speaking of this, Li Yun chuckled lightly and looked at Yu Sheng with some contempt in her eyes: “You 

can regret it now. Why didn’t you kill me at that time, but you can only regret it.” 

Now it’s not that easy if you want to kill me again, oh, yes, I forgot to tell you, I have seen your beautiful 

fiancee, she is really beautiful, but I slapped me on the face. , I wonder if there is any reduction in 

swelling now? ” 

I was absent-minded about Li Yun’s arrival for the rest of my life. When I heard these words, I felt a burst 

of anger in my heart. Then I thought that when Magnolia and Jia Rou were both in the film and 

television, how could Li Yun be able to see him if he wanted to? 

“Isn’t you afraid of flashing to your waist when you say these big things? Or do you think you are strong 

enough to think I dare not kill you?” 

For the rest of his life, he took a step forward, and the aura of the mid-level body was completely 

released. The oppressive Li Yun’s face changed drastically, and the original contemptuous eyes 

disappeared. Some were just painful, and cold sweat broke out on his forehead. . 

This was the first time that Li Yun felt the powerful strength that Yu Sheng possessed, and it also made 

her understand how far she was from Yu Sheng. 

She hated her in her heart. The hatred was right in front of her, but she couldn’t kill him. Li Yun gritted 

her teeth and the silver teeth in her mouth were about to be crushed by her. 

Just when she was about to be unable to hold on, two people wearing the clothes of the temples shot at 

this moment and stopped in front of Li Yun. 

Facing the people of the temples, Yu Sheng naturally did not dare to be presumptuous at all. He 

originally wanted to make this ignorant woman suffer, and he didn’t expect the people of the temples to 

intervene in this matter. 

“Yu Sheng, don’t you have the ability? Are you trying to kill me? You kill! If you don’t kill me now, then I 

will kill you one day!” 

As soon as he escaped from Yu Sheng’s powerful oppression, Li Yun yelled at Yu Sheng. The only people 

she could rely on were probably these people in the temples. 

The harsh voice can’t help but frown Yu Sheng, but now Li Yun’s intention is to make him murderous. If 

he can live his life honestly and peacefully, the rest of his life may not be able to meet a female 

classmate at all. With this kind of thinking, it is different now. 

For those who want to kill themselves, Yu Sheng has never had the slightest softness. At this time, Li Yun 

has entered the list of Yu Sheng’s kills. As long as the two people in front of the temples leave for the 

rest of their lives, they will do it. 

Waiting for Yu Sheng to speak, Li Yun laughed like he was crazy. The expression was almost crazy. After 



laughing for a while, her eyes were placed on Yu Sheng again: “I know what you are thinking for the rest 

of my life, you You want to wait for the people from the temples to leave, and then kill me again, right? 

You don’t really think I’m so stupid, do you? Isn’t there any difference between asking you to take 

revenge without the power of a chicken? 

What I have to say is that thanks to you didn’t kill me at the time, I met the master now. You know who 

my master is the dragon knight god of war in the temples, oh, yes, I told you earlier. There is no joke 

about your fiancee! ”  
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madman. 

Standing in front of them, Li Yun was completely like a female lunatic through and through, she simply 

lost her reason. 

If it weren’t for Yu Sheng to stop it, Song Houyu would want to take action and give the woman in front 

of him a severe lesson. What qualifications does a madman have to scream in front of his master? 

She was disdainful of Li Yunyusheng like this, she was totally a lunatic who was dazzled by hatred and 

had no reason at all. 

“For the rest of my life, I know you want to kill me, but before you kill me, you will die in front of me. Do 

you know who you will meet in the next game? You don’t know if I know exactly. ” 

Yu Sheng, who had originally planned to turn around and leave, stopped when he heard Li Yun’s words 

and turned his head to look at Li Yun with a crazy face. 

Waiting for Yusheng to ask questions, Li Yun took the initiative to say: “The person you will meet in the 

next competition is Wang Ji. His strength is beyond your imagination. I have already told him. If you kill 

him, I will introduce him to my master. 

You said that everyone in this hidden Sejong gate wants to enter the temples of the gods. I left such a 

good olive branch. Do you still have the possibility of surviving from him? ” 

After saying this, Li Yun seemed to think of the scene of Yu Sheng being beaten to death by Wang Ji, and 

she began to laugh wildly at Yu Sheng. 

When Yu Sheng’s group of four returned, Jia Ming dared to ask Yu Sheng, “Master, why does that guy 

look like a crazy guy? It’s a pity that he looks pretty, but he has problems with his brain!” 

Yu Sheng didn’t answer Jia Ming’s words, but thought in his mind that the person Li Yun said that he 

would meet in the next competition was Wang Ji. 

He didn’t know anything about such an opponent. He really didn’t know the existence of this person 

before. Later he knew that he wanted to see her match, but he never thought that his match happened 

to coincide with his. He didn’t understand at all. What is the strength of the opponent. 

This situation is completely hidden by the enemy. He knows what level he is, but he is not prepared for 

forgetting. If he is a master of the same level, the rest of his life has already fallen behind. 

As for the mad woman Li Yun just now, Yu Sheng also has no clue. If she is backed by the hidden Sejong 

Sect, Yu Sheng will not be timid, but Li Yun is backed by the temples, and he is also the four masters of 

the temples. The second-ranked Solanum, this powerful strength is no less than the illusion of the 

previous competition with Yu Sheng. 

Now the wings of the rest of his life are still completely full, and when facing the enlightenment of the 

behemoth of the temples, he can only give in again and again. 

Concession is just an expedient measure. It does not mean that he will only be able to back down in the 

future. Yu Sheng believes that one day he will be able to reach the point where all the temples are 



afraid. This can only be done slowly, and time will prove everything. 

“Wang Ji is my brother.” 

When he was thinking about it with Yu Sheng, Wang Hu did not miss the time to say something, 

completely pulling the thoughts of Yu Sheng back to reality. 

For the rest of his life, there was no time to speak, but Jia Ming pushed Wang Hu disdainfully: “Huzi, why 

are you bragging? You told me about this earlier. If your brother is Wang Ji, my brother is Jia Nailiang. ! 

If your brother is Wang Ji, you can tell me what weaknesses your brother has, so that my master will be 

easier to fight with him then. ” 

Regarding Wang Hu’s claim that his brother is Wang Ji, Yu Sheng is not like Jia Ming who doesn’t believe 

it at all, but is thinking about this issue seriously. 

Wang Hu and Wang Ji are both surnamed Wang, maybe they really have some origins! However, it is 

impossible to count on Wang Hu, a person who is not well-developed, to clarify the origin of it. 

For the rest of his life, there was little hope that he could get too much useful information from Wang 

Hu’s mouth. It was unexpected that Wang Hu, this guy, had a surprisingly clear mind about Wang Ji’s 

affairs.  
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“My brother is very good. My second uncle gave him all the resources in the family and regarded him as 

the only hope of the Wang family.” 

When talking about this, Wang Hu’s eyes looked at Yu Sheng very seriously, completely different from 

his previous silly silly smile. 

“You must pay attention to the powerful beads on his neck. It’s really powerful. If you get caught, it will 

be worse than death.” 

When Wang Hu said this, Yu Sheng clearly felt the fear in Wang Hu’s expression, as if he had really 

experienced the power of that magical string of prayer beads, and there was no way to put the fear in 

his eyes. . 

What kind of person is Wang Ji? What kind of purpose did he use this kind of hand on his demented 

brother? 

Yu Sheng couldn’t figure out the reason for this, but found that Wang Hu’s head is very clear today, so 

he asked some more questions on him to see if he could make it clear. 

“Wang Hu, why do you like to eat so much? Did your parents let you control your diet?” 

Before Wang Hu’s serious look, after explaining Wang Ji’s things to Yu Sheng, he disappeared, revealing 

his usual silly and silly look. 

He bit a piece of meat, chewed twice in his mouth, and said vaguely to Yu Sheng: “My parents are dead, 

I will starve to death if I don’t eat!” 

The parents are dead, and there is no one to rely on in that huge king’s house. Those people in Sejong’s 

family tend to take feelings very lightly. Besides, who would put a fool with an IQ who is not well-

developed In the eyes? 

It was only because of Wang Hu’s few words that Yu Sheng could imagine the scene he encountered in 

Wang’s house. 

Another poor man! 

Before, Jia Ming didn’t believe that Wang Ji was Wang Hu’s elder brother because these two men were 

totally incapable of beating others. Hearing his remark just now, he now believes it too. 

“Niubihuzi, when the time comes, you can tell your brother and just tell him to surrender. The previous 



lunatic even said that your brother would kill my master. It was ridiculous. Sure enough, what the lunatic 

said was completely unacceptable. Believe it.” Jia Ming said with a sigh of relief. 

Wang Hu’s mouth was open for a long time and could not speak. He didn’t seem to know how to 

arrange the language like Jia Ming said. 

Yu Sheng could naturally see his embarrassment. Although Wang Ji was Wang Hu’s elder brother, it was 

rare for him not to bully Wang Hu. Yu Sheng did not expect Wang Hu to concede defeat. 

What kind of place is today’s competition is not just for fun, everyone is for the God of God Record, and 

to be able to make a good impression in front of the shopkeepers of the temples. 

“Jia Ming will turn around and buy more walnuts to eat!” Yu Sheng said indifferently. 

Song Wanwan, who was still on the fire, heard Yu Sheng’s words and chuckled directly covering her 

mouth. 

Naturally, Jia Ming also heard that Yusheng’s words meant that her brain was not enough, so she asked 

herself to buy some walnuts to eat to replenish her brain, which also made him blush with anger and his 

thick neck was speechless for a long time. 

Everything is unfamiliar to tomorrow’s game, and they can only have the mind to take one step at a 

time, and the only thing they can do is to face the difficulties and move forward bravely. 

“Huzi, if you met my master, would you give up directly?” Jia Ming took a bite of the meat, and suddenly 

thought of this problem, and just blurted out. 

Yu Sheng also hesitated for a while and didn’t directly stop it, but instead set his sights on Wang Hu. He 

was also curious about this matter. 

Of course, Yu Sheng didn’t think that his strength would be lost to Wang Hu. The strength that Wang Hu 

showed before made Yu Sheng shine, but he was not afraid of it. 

It is indeed much easier for Yu Sheng if Wang Hu directly surrendered in the competition field. After all, 

it’s not good to hurt a friend without fists and feet. 

Considering Wang Hu’s amazing defensive abilities, for the rest of his life, he used too lightly, and it was 

not enough to tickle others, and he was too heavy. If Wang Hu was not prepared and was seriously 

injured, it was really a dilemma. 

Wang Hu seemed to understand the meaning of the pseudonym this time, and looked sideways at Yu 

Sheng and smiled twice: “I listen to you.”  
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I’ll listen to you. 

This sentence looked light and flirty, but it completely shook Yu Sheng’s heart. It seemed that the fat 

man who looked silly and stupid had reached a high level of trust in him. 

The rest of his life had too much burden in this competition, so he couldn’t make any concessions. For 

Wang Hu, a friend who had only met for a few days, Yu Sheng was also willing to make love to him. 

Even Yu Sheng had secretly made a decision in his heart. After the end of the Jade Heaven Conference, 

he read the Nine Profound Heaven Scriptures to check that there was no record of curing this kind of 

congenital defect. 

Suddenly the rest of his life was stunned, because he suddenly thought of a question in his mind, so at 

this moment his heart was extremely entangled. 

Wang Hu has always given them a kind of intelligence that is not well-developed, naive and silly, so his 

situation is caused by congenital, or it is acquired by the outside world to become like this, and I have 

not yet figured out for the rest of his life. 



Ask Wang Hu directly? There must be no answer. Yu Sheng knew that the silly and silly expression would 

be the answer when he asked. 

When a group of four people were chatting in full swing, Nie Qing also came to join in the heat, telling 

them about the interesting things that happened at the Sejong Gate and the gossip deeds of each sect. 

Nie Qing’s sudden appearance has helped Yu Sheng a lot. Although the people who are also the hidden 

Sejong Sect can’t fully understand, Nie Qing has also heard about the Wang family. 

Yu Sheng learned from Nie Jing’s mouth that the former Wang Hu was not stupid, but a well-known 

genius in the hidden Sejong family. To what extent is his genius? The eight-year-old Wang Hudu has 

been hailed as the future first person of the Sejong Gate. 

Even the lord of the temples had specially met Wang Hu, and placed great expectations on him, and 

even promised to let him join the temples after he was 18 years old. 

When this message spreads, it won’t do to make the people of the Sejong Hidden Sect be jealous! The 

Wang family was also very popular at that time, and it was almost equal to the Xu family of the first 

family in the Sejong Family. 

At that time, the head of the Wang family was not the current Wang Hong, but Wang Hu’s father. The 

Wang family reached its heyday in the hands of Wang Hu’s father. 

It was this newly born family that made people jealous but because of a small incident, such a wise 

family was killed. 

The relationship between the two families of Jade Kings has been very good since they were married. 

The Jade Family is not as strong as Wang Jia, so it has always been attached to Wang Jia. 

Because of the contradiction between the two children, the Yu family held a grudge, and even thought 

of killing the Wang family’s head. 

It is often the easiest to start with the closest person. Wang Hu’s father was defensive against the Yu 

family and found his life. 

After listening to Nie Qing’s narration, Yu Sheng looked at Wang Hu with a complex look. He didn’t even 

think of the silly fat man in front of him. He was also a stunning and brilliant existence when he was a 

child. 

If he didn’t have a good experience at that time, and his IQ had not become silly and stupid, perhaps he 

would be the first person in the Sejong Hidden Clan, and he would be the strongest opponent for the 

rest of his life. Instead of his brother Wang Ji. 

Not to mention the rest of his life, even after Jia Ming heard these things, his eyes on Wang Hu changed, 

with a trace of pity in his eyes, as if he was also sorry for him. 

But Wang Hu, the protagonist of this story, didn’t have much reaction but was eating meat with great 

selflessness. 

Speaking of the last time Nie Qing was about to leave, he did not forget to exhort the rest of his life. 

“Brother Yu, although your talent is amazing, you are too young after all. By the time you are 36 years 

old, Wang Ji won’t be a big deal in your eyes, but his strength is indeed higher than you now, not to 

mention him. There is also a magical artifact. 

If he insists on killing you, you have no chance of survival. In fact, I still suggest you, if you can, just give 

in! ” 

Maybe Wang Ji didn’t have a reason to kill himself before, but after Li Yun’s interest temptation, now 

Wang Ji must be determined to kill him, this point is clear for the rest of his life. 

Up to now in today’s tournament, more than one person has said that Wang Jiqiang has actually faced 



Wang Ji. From the words of others, he can know that this is indeed a very powerful opponent. 

Yu Sheng expressed his gratitude to Nie Qing for his kind reminder.  
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It is very unfortunate that Wang Hu’s match again collided with Yu Sheng’s time point. Yu Sheng’s 

opponent is undoubtedly Wang Ji, and Wang Hu’s opponent is also a very famous and hidden Sejong 

Sect master. 

Of course, there are no exceptions this time. Jia Ming and Song Hun Hun both chose to watch the 

competition for the rest of their lives. The waiting time is always long, but the three people chatted with 

laughter and passed quickly. 

During the chat, Yu Sheng saw a familiar figure in the spectator stand. It was not someone else but Li 

Yun in red. 

In fact, the arrival of Li Yun is not surprising to Yu Sheng. After all, this woman blinded by revenge has to 

watch herself be beaten to death by Wang Ji. 

Zheng When Yu Sheng wanted to take his gaze away from her, he saw two men in black escorting two 

women to the spectator stand. When he first saw the two women, Yu Sheng’s expression was 

completely unnatural. . 

“Hey, how come my sister and sister Shenxian appear in this place? Why are those people holding my 

sister.” 

Jia Ming also saw Bai Yulan and Jia Rou, and when he saw the anger of the two people he cared about 

being held by others, he immediately rushed up, and even wanted to rush to find those people for 

theory. 

At this time, Yu Sheng stopped his behavior in time, took Jia Ming’s arm and didn’t make him pass so 

impulsively. 

If Bai Yulan and Jia Rou were really tied up by Li Yun’s people, perhaps Yu Lan could not help but rushed 

up long ago, then Li Yun, a mad woman, would hurt Bai Yulan. 

But now Yu Sheng feels a lot more relieved when he sees the shadow warrior standing there, even if Li 

Yun is no matter how powerful it is, the four master generals ranked second in the Dragon Kwai is the 

apprentice, the shadow warrior is the person of the palace master, so I dare to have this for the rest of 

my life. Certainly Li Yun didn’t dare to face Magnolia in front of the movie star. 

Even though she was so far away, Yu Sheng could vaguely see the redness and swelling on Bai Yulan’s 

cheeks that had completely subsided. Recalling what Li Yun had said before, she must have caused the 

injuries on Bai Yulan’s cheeks. 

Thinking of Yu Sheng here, I have strengthened my inner thoughts, that Li Yun must be killed anyway, 

and the woman who hurt him must be prepared for death. 

When she looked like Magnolia for the rest of her life, Magnolia seemed to feel her normal gaze turning 

around. When her eyes met, she gave a gentle smile at the corner of her mouth. 

This smile completely fell for the rest of his life, which was originally depressed. The original bad mood 

was all at this moment, and the smoke disappeared. Only the white magnolia was in his eyes. 

Magnolia was smiling at him and shook her head slightly at her, as if to tell you again, that she has 

something to do with her. Don’t worry about her. Take part in this competition and don’t be distracted 

by her. 

Yu Sheng also nodded in response to her. The appearance of Magnolia increased Yu Sheng’s morale a 

hundredfold. In order to meet Xiao Shui and Magnolia, he must win the written test. 



When the written test was about to begin, Yu Sheng played and finally met with Wang Ji in the 

competition arena. 

Today, I heard Nie Qing say that Wang Ji is 36 years old, but his appearance is not different from 

someone in his twenties. There is a sense of calmness invisibly. 

Although Wang Ji is Wang Hu’s elder brother, there is nothing in common between the two people’s 

projects, which may also be related to Wang Hu’s full face and fat. 

Wang Ji is about 1.8 meters tall. He doesn’t wear the same clothes as Wang Hu, but is more gorgeous 

than Wang Hu’s. His overall project is slightly feminine, but he wears a bunch of strings around his neck. 

Red prayer beads. 

Recalling what Wang Hu said to him that night, his elder brother had a powerful magic weapon that was 

the string of Buddhist beads on his neck. 

I’ve seen a lot of powerful artifacts for the rest of his life. How powerful is this string of Buddhist beads 

on Wang Ji’s neck? That’s not known. I heard that he has never used it in this event. 

“You are my friend of that fool’s brother? Are you willing to be friends with that fool? I really admire 

me!” 

At this moment, Wang Ji suddenly spoke. His voice was as soft as his appearance, but his tone was full of 

disdain.  

Chapter: 1626 

“Fool? I don’t understand who the fool in your mouth is?” Yu Sheng replied coldly. 

Although Yu Sheng didn’t understand what was going on between Wang Hu and Wang Ji, Wang Hu was 

his friend no matter how he said it. Even if he was really stupid, he couldn’t hear other people like that. 

Said Wang Hu. 

Yu Sheng’s words seemed to touch Wang Ji’s smile and caused him to burst into laughter, even to the 

point of leaning forward and backward. 

“You are laughing at me! I don’t know if you are actually speaking for a fool. I don’t know if you are 

really kind or pretentious? But it doesn’t matter to me. 

If it weren’t for someone who specifically told me to kill you, maybe I would be very kind to turn you 

into a fool. When the time comes, the two fools will be more friendly, but unfortunately you don’t have 

this chance. ” 

Every word in Wang Ji’s words has been heard very truthfully for the rest of his life, so that the reason 

why Wang Hu, who was shocked and brilliant since childhood, became a fool is inseparable from Wang 

Ji. 

People from the Wang family didn’t even think that he would be able to use such a hand. When the 

genius had not fully grown up and his wings were not yet full, they would completely destroy him, and 

even ruin the Wang family to reach another higher realm. To what extent is the heart of the species 

twisted? 

Of course, Yu Sheng also understood that it was Li Yun who asked Wang Ji to kill herself. This Li Yun 

herself confessed. This time she called Magnolia and Jia Rou over to watch her own game. She would 

definitely want Magnolia and Jia Rou to see that she was beaten alive. The scene of death. 

If you lose this game, the only result is death. Without you, Magnolia and Jia Rou will have no support, 

and you will not be able to escape death at that time. 

Thinking that Bai Yulan and Jia Rou would fall into Li Yun’s hands, a woman knew her anger for the rest 

of her life, and she didn’t want this to happen for the rest of her life. 



“The only person who will die today is you!” 

As soon as Yu Sheng’s voice fell, he shot directly, and he would never let such an opponent be merciful 

to be able to kill. 

Yu Sheng’s feet pressed hard, and he stepped out of a small hole on the ground under his feet. He 

jumped into the air and slapped Wang Ji’s head with a palm. 

Wang Ji was very puzzled by Yu Sheng’s moves. Generally, there was a sneer at the corner of his mouth 

without hiding, and he raised his hand to face Yu Sheng’s palm. 

The golden internal force was clashing with the black internal force. The golden internal force actually 

belonged to the rest of his life, while Wang Ji’s internal force was black. 

After a few minutes of confrontation, Yu Sheng was surprised to find that his charm was not as strong as 

Wang Ji’s mellow, and it was obvious that he was about to be defeated. 

Not daring to delay any longer, Yu Sheng knew that with this palm, not only did he not hurt the 

opponent, but because of the opponent’s strong internal strength, he would get a backlash. 

This guy was able to reach the realm of the mid-term peak of the Great Master at the age of 36, which 

puts a lot of pressure on the rest of his life. This forgetting is more than a little bit stronger than the 

previous form! 

It is not very likely that he wants to defeat him. In addition, the opponent still has an unknown magic 

weapon, and the psychology of the rest of his life is only 20% certain. 

If the opponent doesn’t have that powerful magic weapon, but just fight against each other, then for the 

rest of his life, he actually has a 40% chance of winning in his heart. 

It doesn’t mean that Yu Sheng has a magic weapon, but he still has Xiao Ningyu, which is Yu Sheng’s 

trump card! 

“Boy, you still want to beat me with this ability. Maybe your talent really gives you a few years. You can 

really surpass me, but you don’t have that chance now!” Wang Ji said lightly, with the corners of his 

mouth still It was with that triumphant smile.  
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Ben Lei Palm! 

For the nonsense that Wang Ji said, Yu Sheng directly responded with a fist. Will he definitely lose if his 

realm is not as good as him? The rest of my life does not believe in this evil! 

For martial arts who are not strong, they will definitely win. It also depends on the time and place and 

the people. Being strong is just a greater chance of winning. 

The martial arts are mysterious and mysterious. The battle between the two is about the ability to grasp 

the strength, the time and opportunity of each move, as well as the reaction power of each person on 

the spot and the ability to capture opportunities. 

If there is an absolute crush on the realm, then it should have been said above. 

The realm gap between Yu Sheng and Wang Ji is not that big. Yu Sheng is now in the middle stage of the 

Great Master, while Wang Ji is already at the peak of the middle stage of the Great Master. 

In the hand of the contest just now, although Yu Sheng did not have the advantage, it did not reduce Yu 

Sheng’s morale in the slightest. 

As soon as the palm of the thunderbolt came out, the power of lightning was mixed in the huge golden 

palm phantom, and the surrounding land was shaken with dust because of the rest of his life. Even the 

people in the audience could vaguely feel the physical touch. With that kind of numbing lightning power. 

Ben Lei Palm is not the strongest move for the rest of his life, but the most handy move used for the rest 



of his life. 

Wang Ji was quite proud of the blow that Yu Sheng had struck, but he didn’t dare to show any 

negligence. He quickly moved away from his body. 

Although he dodged in a timely manner, Ben Lei’s palm was a large-scale attack after all, and her body 

was affected and stiffened slightly. 

good chance! 

It was just one second for Yu Sheng, and it was also a good opportunity. As soon as Yu Sheng’s eyes 

lighted, the next second he appeared behind Wang Ji. 

Just as Yu Sheng raised his hand to attack, who would have thought that Wang Ji’s body suddenly turned 

around, and in Yu Sheng’s surprised eyes, he kicked Yu Sheng’s body. 

He reacted when he was kicked in the air for the rest of his life. How could Wang Ji be stiff before? He 

deliberately acted to lure himself into fools. 

At this moment, Yu Sheng realized that this guy in front of him was so cunning. In the final analysis, he 

was to blame for being too impatient. Facing such a master, he should be careful and careful. 

When Yu Sheng’s body was still in the air, Wang Ji’s sentient beings jumped to the place where Yu Sheng 

was about to land, and the long sword in his hand shone coldly. 

If in these few seconds, the rest of his life has no preparation, what is waiting for him is the ending of 

being pierced by the long sword. 

Although this will not die, it will inevitably cause serious injuries, which will have an indelible impact on 

the next game. 

Yu Sheng forcibly stabilized his figure under the condition of losing control, and did not fall within Wang 

Ji’s attack range. 

Nine thunder whip! 

This trick was a demonstration of Yu Sheng’s self-understanding of defeating Lei Yuan before, and it can 

be regarded as learning Lei Yuan. Now the mid-term strength of the Grand Master Yu Sheng is hundreds 

of times stronger than that used by Lei Yuan at the time. 

In today’s conference so many games, the rest of his life has not been displayed. This is also his more 

final method. Now facing a strong opponent, he naturally does not dare to hide his clumsy ideas. 

Yu Sheng’s internal force directly transformed into a nine thunder whip more than three meters long. 

Under this scorching sun, the nine thunder whip in Yu Sheng’s hand still shone with dazzling purple light. 

The people on the spectator stand were so far away from the market, they could faintly hear the 

crackling sound of the nine thunder whip in Yu Sheng’s hand, which showed how powerful the lightning 

power it possessed. 

“Yeah, is it possible that your kid still wants to whip me? Ridiculous!” 

Wang Ji was full of disdain for the nine thunder whips used by Yu Sheng. The reason for this was that he 

had seen nine thunder whips a few years ago.  
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There is an essential difference between the hidden gate and the hidden sejong gate. Song Houyu is the 

master of the hidden gate, but she is an inconspicuous existence in the hidden sejong gate, even the 

weaker sect in the hidden sejong gate. Patriarch can’t match her. 

When Lei Yuan met Yu Sheng before, he was thinking about how to get himself to the hidden Sejong 

gate. At that time, the first person he looked for was Wang Ji. 

At that time, the family owner and the family owner’s wife both passed away, which had a considerable 



impact on the sect. Many of the family members who had a center on the former family owner chose to 

withdraw from the Wang family after the turmoil. 

Not everyone is a fool. Who will gain the greatest benefit after the former housewife does not die? Of 

course it was Wang Ji, the brother of the former Patriarch. 

Many people think that this matter was arranged by Wang Hong, but all kinds of evidence show that the 

Yu family did it. If there is no evidence, they can’t do anything to Wang Hong? 

As members of the former family, how could they take orders from someone who might kill the former 

family? 

Because of these turbulences, the Wang Family, which was still in the limelight, was even reduced to the 

end of the secluded Sejong Gate. 

Fortunately, Wang Hong is not a useless waste wood. After years of continuous development, the Wang 

family has been established again and again. 

Like the more famous sects in the hidden gates, in the eyes of the hidden gates, they are not on the 

table, so Lei Yuan at that time approached Wang Ji and wanted to depend on him when the Wang family 

fell. 

Not all people are qualified to enter the Wang family. Wang Ji at the time tried Lei Yuan’s strength, and 

Nine Thunder Whip had naturally seen it. 

I still remember that Wang Ji directly grabbed the nine thunder whip with his bare hands, completely 

ignoring the power of thunder and lightning carried on the nine thunder whip. 

At that time, Wang Ji had reached the realm of a great master. Facing Lei Yuan, who had only the realm 

of a grand master, was as simple as beating a three-year-old child. 

Wang Ji was very disdainful of Lei Yuan, and directly ordered the servants of the Wang family to throw 

Lei Yuan out, and also ordered that if he came again, he would definitely break his legs. 

So Wang Ji didn’t care about the nine thunder whips used by Yu Sheng now. Even though Yu Sheng’s 

ability was stronger than that of Lei Yuan at the time, where could it be so strong? Not as good as 

myself. 

Beep! 

With a wave of Yu Sheng’s arm, the three-meter-long nine thunder whip instantly became ten-meter 

long, like a poisonous snake transformed from thunder with eyes, and swallowed it with a big mouth in 

the direction where Wang Ji was. 

Wang Ji didn’t move, with a disdainful smile on his mouth. He stretched out his hand and grabbed it at 

Jiuling Whip. Since it was Yu Sheng’s thing, he naturally wanted to grab it and ruin it in the presence of 

Yu Sheng. 

But when Jiu Lei whip really touched Wang Ji’s hand, his disdainful smile on his face instantly solidified, 

and his eyes glared round and round and stared at Yu Sheng. 

The nine thunder whip used by Lei Yuan last time was nothing but a tingling feeling for Wang Ji. 

But what he used for the rest of his life was really beyond the prediction in his heart. The powerful 

thunder and lightning swept his whole body, as if there was another invisible force swallowing his hands 

almost almost rectifying him. One hand was hinged off. 

After hitting the move, Wang Ji definitely wanted to get rid of this powerful thunder and lightning power 

at the first time, but the paralysis effect carried on the nine thunder whip was impossible to avoid, and it 

still caused his body for a few seconds. The freezing time. 

For the rest of my life, I believe that Wang Ji will definitely not deceive himself by acting. 

Yu Sheng is not the one who underestimates the enemy. There is also a very arrogant Wang Ji. Maybe 



this person really thinks he is a talented person. In the Sejong Gate, there is nothing powerful, because 

his opponents of the same age are so frantic and self-defeating. . 

Wang Ji was still paralyzed, this kind of golden opportunity would naturally not be let go for the rest of 

his life, and he quickly launched a powerful blow. 

Ben Lei Palm! 

This time, Ben Lei Palm was stronger than the one used in the rest of his life last time. The original palm 

used for the rest of his life was 60% of his strength, but now he is 90% of his strength. 

If this one hits, even if it can’t kill Wang Ji directly, it can still cause him serious injury.  

Chapter: 1629 

Seeing the 90% strength of Ben Lei Palm he had played getting closer and closer to Wang Ji, he was 

almost swallowing Wang Ji’s whole person. 

At this moment, a red protective cover appeared around Wang Ji’s figure to envelop him, completely 

blocking the palm of thunder that had spent the rest of his life with nine layers of internal force. 

For the rest of his life, there was no expectation that Wang Ji would be able to continue his defense at 

this critical juncture, which is simply impossible, okay! 

For the rest of his life, it was impossible for him to accumulate defenses in such an emergency situation, 

and he was still such an absolute defense, which directly blocked his 90% power of the thunder palm. 

Suddenly Yu Sheng looked at the string of red beads on Wang Ji’s neck. At this time, the string of beads 

was emitting a slight red light. 

Now he finally understood that Wang Ji simply couldn’t achieve this kind of defense in such an 

emergency situation. The reason why he was able to be safe was entirely with the help of the string of 

red prayer beads on his neck. 

For the rest of my life, I have never had a greedy heart for any artifact. Even if I faced the folding fan 

used by Nie Qing, I didn’t have any thoughts, but this time the string that Wang Ji carried on his neck. 

The red Buddha beads really moved Yu Sheng. 

If you have that string of Buddhist beads, it would be equivalent to one more life, and now it is only 

producing a defensive effect. Yu Sheng still remembers what Wang Hu said before. He said that this 

string of Buddhist beads is terrible and makes people feel. If life is worse than death, it means that there 

is still unknown power to be discovered. 

“Good boy, you really surprised me. Do you think you can defeat me with that little trick?” 

Unfortunately to tell you, boy, you completely angered me! “Wang Ji’s previously disdainful eyes 

became angry. 

The absolute defense ability just now is not inexhaustible. This string of beads has only three 

opportunities for such absolute defense. He has never used it before. After all, these are life-saving 

things and one day. Can only be used once within. 

Yu Sheng was so weak in Wang Ji’s eyes that he wasted this opportunity for no reason. How could this 

make Wang Ji not angry or angry? 

Wang Ji subconsciously stroked the string of red Buddhist beads on his neck, his heart was full of 

distress, and now he could only vent all the anger in his heart on Yu Sheng. 

Even if the kid Yu Sheng was chopped into mashed flesh by him, it would be difficult for Wang Ji to 

relieve his anger. 

Holding the cold and shimmering sword, Wang Ji rushed towards Yu Sheng, waving a black sight with the 

sword in his hand, and rushed towards Yu Sheng unstoppably. 



The black sight actually looked very big, as if it could split a mountain directly, not to mention the rest of 

the life of a mortal fetus. 

For the rest of his life, he didn’t have any desire to stop him, but tried his best to avoid the power of this 

sword. 

I envy and hate the Wang Ji Yusheng in front of me! The people of the Hidden Sejong Sect really had a 

treasure in their hands, and Wang Ji, who actually had two powerful magical instruments, made Yu 

Sheng very jealous. 

Looking back on the Xuhua who had previously competed with him, that kid was a member of the First 

Family. Although his strength was not strong, he certainly possessed more treasures than Wang Ji. 

In comparison with Xuhua, that boy is not known how many times better than Wang Ji. At least in the 

process of competing with Yu Sheng, he never took out magical tools to deal with Yu Sheng, but with 

complete strength and strength. collision. 

Seeing that the other party’s magical instruments are endless, I don’t plan to hide them for the rest of 

my life. Anyway, I have used Xiao Ningyu once when dealing with Xing Mark, and now it is not a big deal 

to use it again. 

It doesn’t matter even if the people in the Yin family’s sect are present. As long as you win the Jade 

Heaven Conference, you will have the opportunity to meet the masters of the temples. Yu Sheng 

doesn’t believe in any of those hidden sects. People who are rushing to find their own troubles are 

indirectly equivalent to being an enemy of the people of the temples. 

“Xiao Ningyu, are you okay?”  

Chapter: 1630 

When dealing with Xing Heng before, that powerful one-stroke mental attack had consumed a lot of 

Xiao Ningyu’s ability. I don’t know how Xiao Ningyu has recovered in this short period of more than a 

day. 

When Yu Sheng came to his mind, he found that Xiao Ningyu was still lying there asleep. When he 

realized that the rest of his life was coming, Xiao Ning just rubbed his eyes symbolically and forced him 

to open his eyes. 

Seeing Xiao Ningyu’s tired look, Yu Sheng felt a little unbearable, and then sighed slightly and said, 

“Nothing, take a good rest!” 

As soon as Yu Sheng wanted to get his thoughts out of his mind, he saw Xiao Ning Yuzuo stand up and 

speak: “Master, I have nothing to do. If there is anything, you can just tell me.” 

It’s all like this, and I have to help myself for the rest of my life, and I can see Xiao Ningyu’s loyalty to me. 

If it is normal, the rest of my life wants to step forward and gently stroke Xiao Ningyu’s head, but it is 

still taking a written test. , Every minute is very urgent, he can’t waste all his time on this kind of thing. 

“Get a good rest!” 

After abandoning these words for the rest of my life, I returned to reality, and I saw a black light 

slamming again in the direction where she was. 

This situation caused a cold sweat on his forehead that had been shocked for the rest of his life, and if it 

was another second later, the black light would directly fall on him. 

The sensitivity for the rest of his life was amazing, and it was just that he could hide from the black 

sword light, and he was still dizzy for a moment, shocked by the power carried on it. 

Suddenly, Yu Sheng’s eyes sprayed out two dazzling golden lights again and shot towards the center of 

Wang Ji’s eyebrows. 



It’s not unfamiliar with the two golden lights that Yu Sheng sent out by Wang Ji. The game between Yu 

Sheng and Xing Heng was watched by Wang Ji in the spectator stand. Naturally, he was well prepared 

and predicted that there would be this for the rest of his life. Kind of offensive. 

No matter how many assumptions he had made in his heart, when he really faced the amazing golden 

light of these two guilds, he was still a little at a loss, but he did not know how many times stronger than 

Xing Heng who was not prepared at that time. . 

Wang Ji Baojian Moxuan set up his eyebrows, wanting to resist this mental attack for the rest of his life 

abruptly. 

Mo Xuan is a treasure handed down from the ancestors of the Wang family. It has an unstoppable attack 

power as well as the ability to resist mental attacks. 

Wang Ji had never carried this treasure in his previous competition, but he wanted to restrain him 

before he learned that Yu Sheng had a mentally capable attack. 

boom! 

Mo Xuan’s broken voice clearly passed into Wang Ji’s ears. Wang Ji, who had still closed his eyes, 

opened his eyes in disbelief, and saw the two golden rays of light penetrate Mo Xuan abruptly. Shot at 

the center of his eyebrows. 

At this moment, Wang Ji only felt that the world was spinning, as if the ground under his feet had 

become soft cotton candy, he generally lost his center of gravity, and could even fall down anytime and 

anywhere. 

The scene in front of him was a piece of nothingness, both for the rest of his life and everyone in the 

spectator stand disappeared within Wang Ji’s field of vision. 

Wang Ji screamed hard, but his ears couldn’t hear his own voice. The feeling of depression was almost 

about to break his torment. 

Wang Ji doesn’t know how long this situation will continue. Recalling that Yu Sheng and Xing Heng’s 

match in Yu Sheng was the attack launched by Xing Hengxing after Xing Heng was mentally attacked by 

him. 

Now that I have also been recruited, it means that I will have to use killer moves for the rest of my life 

soon. I can’t see anything in my eyes, and my ears can’t hear any movement. There is no way to dodge it 

at all. Only wait for death. 

If the competition on the test field were replaced by others, it might have been planted like this, but 

Wang Ji had no intention of giving up, but subconsciously touched the string of red prayer beads on his 

neck. 

Wang Ji pulled the hand of the Buddha beads with a violent force, and the thread wearing the beads was 

abruptly broken by him, but the red beads fell to the ground without cracking, but appeared to be in a 

suspended state.  

 


